Multiple-entry Visa Requirements for Chinese Citizens with Substantial Income

1. Eligibility for Applicants at Consulate-General of Japan in Sydney
   a. Chinese citizens who legally reside in NSW or NT with valid long-term Australian visas
      *Tourist visa holders cannot apply at Sydney Consulate.
   b. The spouse or children of the sponsor who already has the valid Japanese multiple-entry visa

2. Visa Conditions
   Multiple-entry visas valid for 3 years with a period of stay up to 30 days on each entry or
   valid for 5 years with a period of stay up to 90 days on each entry

3. Required Documents
   a. One application form with a passport sized photo
   b. Valid passport (MRP or ePassport in compliance with the ICAO standard)
   c. Valid Australian visa
      Please visit VEVO website below and bring the printed visa entitlement information of yours.
   d. A letter stating the reasons to apply for the multiple-entry visa
   e. Proof of residential address in NSW or NT
   f. Two or more of the following documents to show the applicant’s high income
      i. Bank statement with the full account information and the most recent 6 months
         transaction history (up to the date of application)
      ii. Recent payslips
      iii. A certificate of employment that shows the start date, position, and annual income
      iv. Other documents to show substantial annual income and financial capability
      *If applying as the spouse or children of the sponsor who already has the valid Japanese
        multiple-entry visa, a copy of the sponsor’s Japanese visa is required instead of the documents
        (f)
   g. Proof of relationship to the main applicant (if applying as a family) or the sponsor such as
      Marriage Certificate or Birth Certificate
      *English translation is required if the documents are issued in other languages